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WINNER OF A 2018 TEEN CHOICE AWARD FOR BEST ANIMATED SERIES!This trade paperback
collects the first original illustrated stories based on Zag Entertainment's television show
Miraculous: Tales of Ladybug and Cat Noir. Miraculous Adventures of Ladybug and Cat Noir:
Volume 1 The Trash Krakken : Astruc Thomas Seaton Bryan DAndria Nicole Hess BrianThis was just
so awesome especially the New York storyline. The art style is the same one as the short cartoon
episodes they have on the Miraculous Ladybug channel which is weird sometimes especially when
Adrien looks especially orange or like a 10 year old. I know my granddaughter will love it
1632292904 cracking 1632292904 My kids loved this comic! It was easy enough for my youngest
who is 8 to read while also keeping my 10 year old engaged: Join the premier superheroes of Paris
Ladybug and Cat Noir as they battle Hawk Moth's akumatized victims to save their city! Collects
MIRACULOUS ADVENTURES #1 4: It has a slightly different feel than the show perhaps less
childish though it is fairly slow until they get teleported to New York. It’s even fairly mysterious
leaving some questions unanswered and setting the stage for a sequel: These are original stories not
just comic versions of the episodes, It's not as good as any episode of the show (unless you're
comparing it to a bad episode) but it's a nice thing to have as a fan. If you watch the New York
Special it's a little odd since the book features some of their beta designs. Though maybe if
purchasing for a younger fan they'd enjoy it . This franchise is amazing and we all love Cat Noir and
Lady bug: We are hoping they get their epic forever love soon 1632292904

.

. 1632292904 The stories in the book are okay I guess. 1632292904 Lovely book


